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The government is searching out ideas to simplify non-state pensions, but meaningful
pension simplification is possible only in conjunction with an analysis of the system of
retirement-income provision as a whole. Indeed, one of the problems with the current
system is that individual aspects have been considered in isolation, disregarding the
impact of any changes on the other aspects of the system. The result is not just complexity
at each level, but a matrix of complexity that is impenetrable from any direction. For this
reason, the proposals that we make here necessarily address issues beyond the terms of
reference of the government’s review.

Many of the issues covered in this paper could be regarded as entirely in line with the
terms of reference of the government’s review, if those terms of reference were
interpreted relatively widely. For example, we propose simplifying the regulations
relating to all forms of defined-contribution scheme: this will benefit members of
occupational defined-benefit schemes who also make additional voluntary contributions
to a defined-contribution scheme. Other proposals made here relate to the Byzantine
complexity that faces pensioners and prospective pensioners more generally. It follows
that the issues discussed in this paper are at least as important for the Treasury as they are
for the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP), which initiated the current review.

Massive simplifications would arise from one simple measure, namely the abolition of all
benefit and contribution limits except those on lump sums. This is possible because the
tax benefits of pension schemes are now almost non-existent and so, therefore, is the
scope for abuse (see Booth and Cooper, 2002 and Emmerson and Tanner, 2000). It should
be noted that many of the regulations were introduced when marginal rates of tax were
up to 98% and equity investments within pension funds earned tax-free returns. Now, by
contrast, marginal rates of income tax are much lower, and equity returns are taxed in
pension funds (as a result of measures in the 1997 budget).

Guiding principles for taxation and regulation

The principles that should be followed with regard to pensions regulation and tax
qualification are as follows:

• In a system that provides extensive means-tested benefits, regulations to prevent
moral hazard are perfectly reasonable. For example, it is reasonable to require a
minimum benefit structure for contracted-out schemes and also ensure that an
adequate annuity is provided at retirement.

• There is also a case for compulsory information provision and disclosure to members,
given that pension contracts and the institutional arrangements surrounding them are
extremely complex. Where information is difficult to interpret, this provision may
include a requirement for professional (e.g. actuarial) reports to be made available.
However, while a case can be made for regulation to deal with information
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asymmetries, such regulation should not undermine the natural market mechanisms
that have evolved to deal with such problems. In many cases, the regulatory cure has
been worse than the original problem.

• Not only should the immediate costs of regulation be borne in mind: it is dangerous to
create a general climate in which it is believed that individual awareness is not
important. Legislators and regulators should not aim to remove financial risk
totally. This will stifle the development of more efficient, private risk-management
processes, as well as preventing the rational allocation of risk. More generally, it has to
be accepted that the involvement of individuals and groups of individuals acting
together in long-term capital markets must involve risk. Defined-benefit pension
schemes have played an extremely important role in ensuring that adequate incomes
in retirement are achieved across a wide spectrum of the population. Participation in
such schemes has never been, is not, and never can be a risk-free activity.

Principles for simplification

In simplifying the whole system of retirement income provision, the principles that should
be followed are:
• There should be one, means-tested, cash benefit and (at most) one universal pension

income provided by the state.

• All other social-security benefits should be abolished and rolled up into this single
benefit, except needs-based, non-cash benefits such as housing benefit and council tax
benefit, the future of which should be determined in a wider review.

• There should be no pensioner credit.

• There should be one tax regime for defined-contribution schemes.

• Well-intentioned legislation that has increased costs and complexity for defined-benefit
schemes should be simplified or repealed as it has led to undesirable, perhaps
unforeseen, consequences.

• The Inland Revenue should not be concerned by loss of tax revenue from benefit
‘over-provision’: the weakened tax position of pensions does not merit such concern.

• Rules regarding the taking of annuities should be simplified.

• Income tax provisions and allowances should not be age dependent.

These principles for retirement income provision would enable the suggested principles
underlying regulation to be satisfied, as well as other social and political objectives. We
discuss how these principles can be enacted below.

A single tax regime

Currently, occupational money-purchase, additional voluntary contribution (AVC) and
stakeholder/personal pensions all operate under different tax codes. This is irrational:
these vehicles are all intended to achieve the same objective (i.e. the accumulation of a pot
of money with which an annuity is bought at retirement).
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In the case of an occupational money-purchase scheme, for example, there is a
contribution limit on the employee but not on the employer. Because there is no
contribution limit on the employer there is also a benefit limit. Meanwhile, AVC schemes
have benefit limits that are considered in conjunction with the total benefit individuals will
receive from the occupational schemes of which they are members.

As a result of the multiplicity of systems, there are transfer regulations to limit
occupational benefits being moved to personal schemes thus possibly avoiding both
contribution limits and benefit limits, and various sets of regulations that dictate the types
of scheme of which an individual can be a member concurrently.

A single tax code should be created for all defined-contribution schemes. If we keep
contribution limits, then those applying to personal pensions should apply to all defined-
contribution schemes but with a minimum allowable contribution for all individuals of
£3,600, regardless of taxable income. In the case of the occupational money-purchase
scheme, the contribution limit should apply to the employer and employee contribution
combined.

This policy would collapse three tax regimes into one regime and considerably simplify
the personal affairs of workers who were members of more than one type of scheme
during their working lives. It would also allow removal of the transfer regulations,
concurrency regulations and the benefit limits in respect of occupational money-purchase
schemes.

An individual should be allowed to belong to any type of money-purchase arrangement
and a defined-benefit scheme at the same time. This would enable them to obtain a higher
pension than would currently be allowed under any of the tax codes. As already noted,
we do not believe that this is a likely problem or potential area of tax avoidance. The only
real danger for the Inland Revenue would be individuals who took two tax-free lump
sums (they could receive tax relief on their contributions and then receive a tax-free lump
sum). This could easily be dealt with by preventing any individual from taking (say) more
than 1.5 times their average taxable income over the last three years as a tax-free lump
sum in total (after taking into account all sources of pension income) while also preventing
more than 25% of any defined-benefit ‘pot’ being taken as a tax-free lump sum. The upper
limit on earnings that can be taken into account for the calculation of the maximum tax-
free lump sum in occupational schemes can also be applied to all pensioners.

All rules surrounding ‘additional voluntary contributions’ and concurrency of
membership of any combination of schemes could be abolished. Those who wished to
make further contributions could do so in the single defined-contribution pension vehicle
(henceforth — personal pension). There would also be no need for the government to
continue to require occupational schemes to provide AVC facilities.

Annuitisation rules

Currently, there are restrictions on the financial purposes to which a defined-contribution
pension ‘pot’ can be put and also restrictions on the annuity structure in defined-benefit
schemes. There are two reasons for these restrictions:

• to prevent moral hazard (for example, individuals spending all their retirement income
savings at retirement and then claiming minimum income guarantee from the state);
and
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• to prevent individuals from ‘over-providing’. The rationale here is that pensions are
tax privileged, their purpose being to provide an annuity in old age and prevent
people becoming a burden on the state. If people want to save more than this, they
should use non-privileged savings vehicles.

As noted already, the second reason is barely significant. However, the first reason
remains important: indeed, with the growth in the extent of means testing, the first reason
has become more important than hitherto — although we do recommend that means-
tested benefit promises are scaled back.

Rules should be developed that take account of these changed circumstances and that are
less prescriptive. The following principles are suggested:

• Individuals may take tax-free lump sums on the basis suggested above (that is, up to
a maximum of 1.5 times taxable earnings).

• Individuals must use remaining income to purchase insured, price index-linked
annuities  such that their insured, annuity income (including basic state pension) is
(say)1.5 times the state’s minimum income guarantee.

• Other proceeds of pension ‘pots’ can be taken at any time but income tax would be
payable on any income withdrawn at any time (or on any money left in the fund at
death). Housing benefit and council tax benefit (and pensioner credit above the
minimum income guarantee level, if it is retained) would not be paid to an individual
until the total pension pot had been annuitised.

There could be a maximum sum that individuals were allowed to keep in the fund to
accumulate under pension fund tax rules, to prevent abuse.

There is a strong logic in favour of reversing the first two principles (i.e. an adequate
annuity should be purchased before any tax-free lump sum is received). Such a change
may need to be phased in.

Tax regulations surrounding defined-benefit schemes should be relaxed to allow greater
flexibility, including, for example, allowing the inclusion of long-term care and other
insurance benefits.

Once the ‘moral-hazard protection’ principle outlined above was accepted, it would be
possible to base early retirement rules solely on this principle. For example, early
retirement could be allowed at any age if insured annuities could be purchased that were
sufficient to prevent minimum income guarantee from becoming payable at a later time
in life.

Regulation of defined-contribution schemes

Much of the regulation surrounding stakeholder pensions is, at best, irrelevant and, at
worst, causes confusion for those least able to handle it. Stakeholder pensions should be
brought under the same regulatory system as personal pensions and, in effect, become
‘CAT-marked personal pensions’. This would be consistent with other government policy
in the savings area. The price control structure should be replaced by a prescribed,
transparent format so that competitive charges can be advertised transparently, without
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any artificial upper limits on charges. The prescribed, transparent format should involve
three elements: an initial charge, an annual fund charge and a per annum fixed charge.

A uniform regulatory structure should be created for all defined-contribution vehicles.
Rules relating to employers providing access to stakeholder pensions could be replaced by
a requirement that employers must provide payroll deduction services for a named CAT-
marked personal pension if no occupational arrangement is provided.

Regulation of defined-benefit schemes

There was significant political pressure for the Conservative government to enact
provisions similar to those in the 1995 Pensions Act as a result of the Maxwell scandal and
the subsequent Goode Report. However, many of the provisions of the Goode Report
(and hence the Act) had little to do with the problems that created the Maxwell scandal.
But they have caused significant complexity as well as increasing the cost of defined-
benefit provision — the most obvious example being the minimum funding requirement.
The weaknesses in regulation that caused the Maxwell scandal have been addressed by
the strengthening of the trustee system and by making the trustee system more
transparent.

The minimum funding requirement could be abolished and replaced with regulation that
required schemes to take one of two courses of action:

• EITHER Publication of an actuarial valuation of the scheme to members. The
valuation should generally be based on assumptions approved by the actuarial
professional body with justifications provided for any deviation from those
assumptions. If the scheme appears to be ‘underfunded’ on the basis of those
assumptions, the appropriate regulatory action would simply be to remove
contracted-out status for the scheme. This proposal would satisfy our first principle of
regulation. It would also seem to be compatible with the general conclusions of the
Myners review.

• OR There should be a requirement to submit to some form of privately-provided
scheme rating system (similar to credit ratings). The scheme’s rating would be based
on the perceived probability that accrued benefits could not be met by the scheme.
Again, the appropriate regulatory response would simply be to remove contracted-
out status from schemes below a certain rating.

The alternatives are proposed because there might be circumstances in which one of the
methods was more appropriate for larger and the other for smaller schemes (depending
on the relative costs of the two approaches). Regulators in other jurisdictions and in other
markets make much greater use of market information than is the case in the pensions
sector and the second approach could lead to a more market-based approach to
regulation.

Provision limits

We have argued above that the case for prescriptive limits on pension provision in
occupational defined-contribution schemes is now weak. We would argue that the same
applies to defined-benefit schemes. Clearly there should be a limit on the tax-free lump
sum. There is also a need for some regulations to ensure that annuities are not constructed
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to maximise a potential recipient’s likelihood of receiving means-tested benefits (for
example, steeply rising annuities that started at a very low level). Most other rules
relating to benefit limits could be abolished.

Cost of regulations

The final issue on which we wish to comment, with regard to defined-benefit schemes, is
the increasing costs caused by both specific and peripheral legislation and regulation.
These are a significant impediment to the growth of defined-benefit (and sometimes
defined-contribution schemes). Other contributors to this debate will make specific and
detailed points in these areas; we wish to confine ourselves to some general points.

There has been a dramatic increase in the specific requirements of occupational pension
schemes over the last ten years that seem to have nothing to do with providing security
of benefits to members. For example, it is unclear how the ‘statement of investment
principles’ helps members. The requirement for a statement of the attitude of the scheme
towards so-called ‘ethical’ investment is needless bureaucracy that will achieve little:
trustees are required by trust law to act in the best financial interests of members. It may
be the case that any one rule has little impact: but together, these regulations add
significantly to the costs of running pension schemes, particularly for small employers.

There is additional legislation that does not originate from the pensions field, but which
also has a significant impact on pension schemes, in terms of increasing costs with no
benefit for members. This includes complex rules relating to sex discrimination and
inclusion of part-timers in schemes. Some of these rules arise from specific legislation that
has had unintended effects in the pensions field; others originate from the Human Rights
Act. All seem to mitigate against the basic human right of freedom of contract and, in the
process, work to undermine the defined-benefit pension system that has done so much to
improve economic welfare and security.

Much of this regulation has not considered one of the basic principles of welfare
economics, as enunciated by Bastiat (1850), namely that we should consider both ‘what is
seen and what is not seen’. Take the issue of part-time pension rights as an example. What
is seen is the increased pension provision for part-timers. What is unseen is the increased
cost of hiring part-time employees and therefore the reduced employment opportunities
(or reduced salaries). Likewise there is the increased cost of certain benefit packages
(namely defined-benefit occupational pension arrangements) that is likely to reduce the
provision of such schemes. While this may have been unseen at the time the regulations
were introduced, it is clear to see now.

Other forms of retirement income

There is no point simplifying pensions while weaving an ever-more complex web of
retirement income provision from other sources. There is an economic rationale for the
government to provide the following kinds of income (although this does not indicate
approval of current systems):

• arguably, some kind of basic state pension;

• needs-based, means-tested, non-cash benefits such as housing benefit, disability
benefit, provision for care needs etc.
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• means-tested, non-cash benefits such as income support (now minimum income
guarantee).

However, there is no rationale for winter-fuel payments (which are not based on fuel
needs) nor free television licences. Both these benefits should be rolled back into general
state pensions and benefits.

Pensioner credit has been imposed on top of a clumsy tax system and the minimum
income guarantee (with which it will be integrated). In spite of the government's attempts
to suggest otherwise, pensioner credit is simply an extension of means-tested benefits. It
has the effect of withdrawing means-tested benefits more slowly but taking means testing
further up the income scale. This creates additional complexity for pensioners who have
an increasing variety of income sources.

Meanwhile, means-tested benefits are now spread so far through the income spectrum
that it is possible for an individual to be receiving income from all the following sources:

• one or more occupational pensions,
• a basic state pension,
• housing benefit,
• council tax benefit,
• winter-fuel allowance,
• a free television licence,
• a state earnings related pension, and
• means-tested benefits.

We propose that the pensioner credit is not introduced; instead, the government should
keep the minimum income guarantee as the only means-tested cash benefit.

Basic and earnings-related pensions

The government has introduced state second pension (S2P). In an attempt to provide an
additional pension to those on low incomes, it credits the full S2P to those on low incomes
or who qualify for accrual as none earners.

As a medium term proposal (five years from implementation) it is then intended to cap
S2P at the level that would be received by somebody on £9,500 earnings (in 1999/2000
terms). This is described as ‘stage two’ of the government’s pension reforms.

This will make S2P a flat-rate pension, but where the accrued benefit is then linked to
increases in national average earnings rather than prices. This arrangement will create a
number of complications because rebates for contracting out of S2P will no longer be
actuarially neutral. Specifically:

• for mid-higher earners, rebates will be based on earnings between the upper and
lower earnings limit but S2P will be capped at the minimum level;

• for lower earners, rebates will be based on actual earnings (above the lower earnings
limit) but S2P will be paid at a rate based on earnings of £9,500 (this issue is a problem
before stage two). It was recognised in the consultation paper after the Green Paper
was published that this problem would lead to individuals on low and variable
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earnings (for example part-time workers) having to contract in and out of S2P on an
annual basis. As a result it was decided to provide low earners who contracted out
with a credit representing the difference between the S2P that would have been earned
and the salary level on which the contracting-out rebate is based.

This system will be incoherent. However, the proposed stage two of the reforms
represents an opportunity for considerable simplification. After stage two, the
government will, in effect, have created two flat-rate pensions (i.e. not related to the
earnings of individuals). One of these (the basic state pension) is compulsory and its level
is determined by politicians. The other (S2P) allows contracting out and is based on a
partial principle of accrual (that is, while flat rate, increases are formally linked to national
average earnings before retirement and prices after retirement with the pension being
determined by the number of years in the system).

It makes for unreasonable complexity to have two pension benefits of approximately
equal size, both flat rate but both operating under completely separate rules.

Instead, one state pension could be created. The pension at retirement would be based on
the number of years’ service in the system (including credits for carers etc.), an accrual
fraction (the same as that used for S2P) and a given level of flat-rate pension accrued at
each year of age. Accrued pension would be increased at the following rate: 0.5 x (rate of
increase in RPI + rate of increase in national average earnings) each year. This rate of
increase would be roughly equivalent to averaging the systems used for the basic state
pension and for S2P. In retirement, the pension would be linked to increases in retail
prices.

This reform would have virtually no cost. It would create one state pension benefit. All
new defined-contribution and defined-benefit schemes would have the option of
contracting out of the single state pension benefit with actuarially-neutral national
insurance rebates or appropriately reduced national insurance contributions. Existing
schemes could choose to contract out of the whole benefit or just 50% of the benefit (the
latter option effectively equivalent to continuing to contract out of S2P).

Together with the other proposals above, this could reduce from seven to one the
number of sources of income that many pensioners receive.

Pensioners’ income tax

The government’s review is not about pensioner taxation. However, there seems to be
little point de-coupling different aspects of pensioner income provision, particularly since
any changes in benefits and taxes should be considered in unison.

There are currently clear anomalies in the tax system, whereby individuals over
retirement age are treated differently from those under it. The nature of the economic
distortions caused by this differential treatment is unclear. However, at the very least,
they create substantial paperwork costs and their removal could simplify the tax system.
All the differences between the tax system for those over age 65 lead to them paying less
tax than those under age 65. The removal of the special tax treatment of pensioners
would finance a uniform increase in personal allowances for all ages.

A married couple can claim a married couple’s allowance if either of them is age 65 or
over. The allowance is worth £518.50, increasing to £525.50 if either one of the couple are
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75 or over. While there is room for debate as to whether there should be a general
married couple’s allowance or transferable tax allowances, there is no justification for a
variable married couple’s allowance over the age of 65 only. The system is further
complicated by the withdrawal of the married couple’s allowance if either of the couple
earns over £17,000 p.a. It is withdrawn at the rate of 50 pence per pound of income, thus
imposing a marginal tax rate of over 70p at that level of income. This is an incentive for
individuals to transfer income-earning assets between them and also to avoid earning
income from assets.

In addition to this, there is an age-related personal allowance, which is also withdrawn if
income is above £17,000 p.a. This leads to further complexities in the tax system and to
unduly high marginal rates of tax in parts of the income spectrum. There is no economic
justification for this anomoly. The age-related personal allowance should be removed, in
favour of an equivalent increase in personal allowances at all ages.

Conclusion

Abolition of all benefit and contribution limits, except those on lump sums, would produce
a massive simplification of the non-state pensions sector  — with little or no scope for
abuse, given the recent erosion of pension tax privileges.

Beyond that, however, meaningful simplification is possible only within the context of
broader reforms of anomolies and complexities in the tax system, in how different
pension schemes are treated, and in the relationship between pensions and the structure
of social benefits. We have suggested a number of reforms around these broad issues, and
believe that the value of getting them right is well worth the extra effort it demands.
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